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Frederick, Maryland

ON SOME ELECTRONIC ASPECTS OF THE ACTION OF
CERTAIN METALLIC CATIONS ON THE GROWTH
OF AEROBIC BACTERIA
(9")

ANOF ANAEROBIC BACTERIA

olloiowug is a translation of an article by
Xiohol Faguet and Mae Andre* Goudut of the
Pasteur Institute, presented at the 6 July
1961 meetin6 of the Societe Francaise do •icrobiologle (French Microbiology Society) and
published in the French-langua6e periodical
Adneles e l'nsti
•t
(Analska of the

Pase-u
asitue),VolT I7No 6, 1961,
patga 860-8681,
The important part played by oertain metals, prinlpally the transition metals, in oxidation or reduction catalyuis and in the inaotivation of certain enzymes led us to
study and compare their actions on the growth of aerobic
grms and anaerobic germs, which differ notably in the meohaniam of their oxidations.
i ~this article we have studied the action of Je 2 +
M+,
Oo'" and Nie+ on thq growth of cultures of different
aerobic (•
Sq)(
and anaerobio (•.
s
MR
i
) germs, and
we have attemptd to Interpret the r action by examining
the electronic aspect of certain reactions.
TECHNIQUE
a.
For the study of nrobk germs we used four strains
of Escherichik A= (EI,,
EU, 612 EC3), cultivated on slant
peptone awkept for eighteen hours at 376 C. and then preserved

at

+4

C.

The nutrient

medium,

-1I-

with glucose

added at

the rate of 0.3%, was composed, per 1,000 cm3 of twicedistilled water, of 13.6 6 Of PO4KH 2 , 0.5 9 of IC1, 0.7 g

of SO(NH4) 2 , 0.05 9 of SO
to 7.4.

7 H2 0 ;

the pH was adjusted

b. For the study of anaerobic growth, we used strain
No. 6053 of the Pasteur Institute collection of Q. gDorooMlj, cultivated in a Prevot tube.. The medium was composed
ofa meat broth (peptic digestion), with 1.5% peptone, 0.3%
61uoose and the pH adjusted to 7.4.
c, The various metals used were utilized in a sulfate
state with 7H2 0, dissolved in twice-distilled water. The
final ooncentrations were of the order of 0.5 X I0-5mol In a
synthetio medium (aerobe), and 0.8 X io-3 mel in a complex

medium (aia-erobe).
d. Our studies on growth were made It.the
aid of
our electronic microbiophotometer (Paguet IZ [bracketed
numerals refer to .imilarjy

numbered items in

thue bibliog-

raphZ appended at the end/, which gave automatically the
miorablen multiplication ourves. An electromagnetle system
allows the agitation of the cultures to be regulated and,
in this way, their oxygenation.
e. We calculated the action of the various cations
in the exponential part of the growth phase where the relation y - y.2Z is verified; y represents the density of
the oLturg tbat grew expouentially on the basas of density
y , and n is the Dumber of gnernations. Durtin tbis phase,
l8miting fsotor omees into play and tA growth rate is
subjectedonly to the initial conditions of the medium

(Nonod X).

In all our expgriments we started with an amount of
grms close to 5 X 100 per cm3 of medium.
RESULTS

I. In an initial series on a synthetic medium with
g.
ool
we studied to determine if, as our previously condueste
tudie. oa theo~etioal chemietry had predicted (Goudat and Fegust

I~' acted In a synthetic medium the
V

name way as IFe
The mnalrasis of the grouth curves hoboed
us that Ma2+ can replace Fe" + or the culture of the E. col
that we studied (Figs. 1, 2, 3).
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A study of the curves in

Figure I (E.

coll MI)

shows

tbat, in culture 1 (Fe 2 +), the number of divisiOs per hour
(expone tial phase) is 0.86; it Is 0.84 with Mhl+; 0.30
with Co÷ and 0 with Ni +.
With E. coil K2 (Fig. 2), the

number of divisions in the same phase is 1 for Fe 2 + and me,2 +,
0.46 for Co+ and 0 for N12 +. We observed that Mn2+ is at
times slightly lcss active than pe 2 +. Moreover, as we see
from our curves, a decrease in the oxygenation of the medium
produces a decrease in growth.
The presence of Co 2 + slows it down considerably and
NI2+ inhibits it completely, even in the presence of a normal supply of oxygen.

O

i p

I;

I

'

b

,

0

Fig. 1.

The four Ea.phs, 1, 3, 5 and 6, represent

the growth curves of L. coll M1,

in an aerated syn-

thetic medium containing glucose.
Ea,3h culture
contains,, re•pectivotly Fe, )N, Jo, Ni i'-&th. f200&
of their sulfate w-h seven molecules of water, in
a concentration of 0.5 X I0-5 mol. We calculated
the speed of growth of each one of t~e cultures In

the in erval inoluded between 5 X 100 germs per oin
and 1O? germs per am3 . The number of germs doubles

for Fe and Mh in 69 minutes; for Co in 158 minutes,
and for Ni, growth is zero. If the speed of Erowth
in the presence of Fe and Kn Is equal to unity, it

is 0.43 for Co and 0 for Ni.
! gendL7 qumntite de Sermes = Number of Serms
Ver•,oal coordinate);
Heures = Hours (horizontal oordinate).
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Growth curves 1, 2, 3, 4,

Fig. 2.

5, 6 of E. coli

]d2, in a synthetio medium with glucose and In the
presonce, respeotively, of Fe, Mn, Ni and On in a
boncentration of 0.5 X 10" 5 mol.
in exponeutial

area D, we oalculated the growth speed of the dif-

feint cultures,

in the presence of Fe (Curve I)

or of M (Curve 3), the number of germs of each
oulture doubles in 60 minute!; in the presence of
On It doubles in 112 minutes and the culture does
not develop in the presence of Ni.
If v = I for
Ve or Ma, it Is 0.53 for Co and 0 for Ni. The
ourvel mwiktd Fe 2 and )fn 2 represent erowth in the
presenoe of these metals in the same conoentration,
but without aeration.

ffAgen.7

Indications du Miorobiophotometre en
XV = Readzgx of the miorobiophotometer in xv
(yertical scale);
vertioa. aud horizontal coordinates as in Figure 1.

V

7/•

Fig 3.

"

•-

!•

[

,

(Caption and leSend on follewing paso)
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Figs. 3.
Growth curve of E. co1 C36 in a synthetic medium with gluoose.
an 3 represent the
growths in the presence, respectively, of Fe and
•n in an aerated medium; 2 and 4, In a non-aerated medium, sad 5 and 6 translate the growth in
the presence of Ni and of Co In an aerated medium
(the Fe, Ma, Co and Ni concentration always is 0.5

X 10-5 Mol).
fEgena..

Same sa•ale as in Figure 2 and same coor-

dinates as in Figures 1 and 2.
2.
We studied the a'tlon of N12+ and Co 2 + on cultures of an &naerogkogerm; we used a strainofc.
sroro-

gnes oultivated i special dishes (Faguet
prated in
the electronic microbiophatometer adjusted to 37 C. ES.oh
dish contained 22 cm 3 of a complex medium, composed of a

meat broth (peptic digestion) containing 1.5% peptone, 0.3%
glucose and with the pH adjusted to 7.4.

A. study of the growth ourves (Fig. 4) showed us that
the =ultiplioation of this germ was slightly inoreased by
th*presence of NI 2 + and definitely more by the presence of

Fig. 4. Growth curves of •.
sDoro~Snes in. a complex
medium.
Curve
1
=
control
= culture in.the presenoe of Ni culture;
(0.8 10 ".Curve2
me0);
Gurve 3 = culture In the presence of Co (08 X 10"3

Mol).

ffegendI7 Vertloal scale as In Figure 2, horizontal ooordinate as lU Figure 1.
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DISCUSSION
A.erobes and anaerobes differ notably by t-he mechanism
of their oxidations.
While aerobes are able to use the molecular oxygen of the air; anaerobes accomplish their oxidations with the aid of indirect chemical processes that the
presence of 02 inhibits.
Moleoular oxygen must be activated in order to be
Lirlizable in eultures of
rol
germs.
Oxidation reactions
I vlvo are often enzymatic. But biolosical oxidation reac.igna, both In vivo and " vitro, can be aetivated or inhibited by suab. strongly eleotrophile agents as metallic cations.
The most usual reactimns accomplished by aerobic bacteria with the aid of 02 are:
Transformation, for
2+
0
M2
/0
example, of phenls
+H02
R
+ H2 2
intoequinones (Cu 2 t
42+
RSH + RSH + 02

R----RB-BR
S + H2 0 2

Formation of B-S
bonds in the synthesis of prgteins

(F9 2

N,

In both of these oxidation reactions, certain metal11i
oations are active, while others are inhibitory. That
is demonstrated in the first
case by an increase in synthesem, whence an aooeleration in growth and, In the second
case, by a decrease or a suppression of the exponential
phase of the miorobian multiplication.
These active metallic cations belong to the transition metals. They have non-aaturated penultimate electronic
orbits, which allows them to receive pairs of bonding electrons from coordinator atoms each one of which has a pair of
free electrons for bonds by coordination.
Then a complex
of coordination is formed, .hich may be a chelated complex,

like the one obtained with two glutathione molecules.

Moreover, in order for the central cation to be the
activator of the oxidation reaction of the ooordinated molecule, or molecules, it must be able to receive or give vy
one electron. This electron then is used to make the oxygen
act on the coordinated molecule, or molecules, through the
intermediary of the central metallic cation. Thus a bond is
established by resonance between the oxygen molecule and the
- 6 -
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coordinated substrate molecules. A theoretical study from
the point of view of electronio chemistry has been made

7). From the point of view of general
(Goudot and Fagmet
ohemiatry, that is demonstrated by the transformation of
neutral molecules into ions with contrary sigma which are
then able to react within the coordination complex thst Is
then the "transition om=plex" or "aotivated complex" (Fig.
7).
COON
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/h'

/

/
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Figzres 5 and 6: Charge transfer oomplex:
metal substrates
represents the initial complex: divalFig. 5.
ent cation and two substrate molecules: M2 + - 2G8H + 02.
Fig. 6.

(Caption on following page)
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represents the ocomplex after the reaction:
divalent cation and formation of the 3-S bond: M2+
- GS - SG + H02- An intermediate activated state
Is found between these two states.
M:+ - 2GSH -

Fig. 6

oi.
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Ilair of electrons 3 d of Fe2+

Pat.

f pair of bonding electrons of

.T1 ',the

Mif,,.,.1,

substrate molecules

. .pairof electrons 3 d of Fe 2 +,
one of which is

in

cormon with

02 by resonance
electron 3 d of Co2 + raimed to

1 1
L-,
"

-
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Fig. 7.

a•ibonl.ng

j

orbit

squared ooordination complex 4,
with the substrate molecules

Foimation of coordination complex with the
transition elements

/Tsgendij7 a) ? d orbits; b) bonding orbits;
a) electr.; d, antibonding orbits.
In the re~atlcci
of activatov cations,

given above, there is,
with the aid
displacement of one electron of tl3e

metallic oation on n 2 , whIte vitbln the complex forwis4 with

the moiecules to be oxidized, there Is a displaoerant of the
mobile electrons whioh produces a pusitive aohrze on the 8
8• H atms
assisting in dissociating the SH bozid.
Thus
Fe+ and 0n÷, by displacing an electron on 02, produce the
oxidation reaction of the SH groups.
The formation of &-B
6 iven back the slectron 4isplaoad on tho trwnsitory trival-

ent metallic cation.

fix 02.

Ni ý+ Is

InInhibito~r, for It does not

On the other hand , COY pro4uoes ionization of 02.

It dies not Vermlt an interaction between the substrate and
the aotivated oxjyei 02, but if this actIv.ted oxyen is re!eased, it Is able to eat on the free zolecules of thloprotein.
This explains why our cultures cf K. &2ji display a
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weak growth in the presence of oo2 +, whereas in
senoe of Ni 2 + they are completely arrested.

the pre-

Tn the case of anaerobic bacteria, the same cations
play an inverse role in the nutrient medium,

In the pre-

sence of 02, regardless of whether the molecular oxygen Is
in a free state of whether it is produced at the time of
intermediary reactions.
This is important, because 002 is
often. & reaent of anaerobic reaotions.. Now,0 2 displaces

CO2 tO fix itself on the metallic cation of the complex.

Therefore, in metabolio reactions, the a&tive cations of
aerobic syntheses become Inhibitors. Nil-,
which does not

fix 02, but prevents It

from aooomplishing oxidation reac-

tions, must allow the syntheses that have to be made in the
absence of 0 . Therefore, It must Increase the growth of
cultures of Lnaarobio bacteria.

CONCLUSION
Our experiments show that there is aSreemeut, in the
broad sense, between theory and results.
Nevertheless, it
in necessary to take !ato account the fact that a great number of reactions are produced simultaneously in the mechanitz of microbian multiplication.
A cation that activates a
synthesis reaotion may, at the ame time, activate dissociation reactions.
The observed growth, then, is the reault
of two opposite prooeises. The more rapid onre w-ll prodomi-

nate.

That Is how ftý' gets on an activator in the 5-3 syn-

thesis reactions.
But, on the other hand, It is active in
the disMooiaLion of the peptidic bond.
By increasoig the
anount of Wen in the nutrient medium, at the asme tive the
synthesis of the 8-8 bonds and the rupture of poptidic bc•de
ls accelerated in th• synthesls of the thloproteina.
SUMY
We have aought to predict, by studytng different reactions that are produoee during the growth of cultures of
aerobic germ; (I. j&)
ad anaerobic germs (ýR
),
th
y
bh
cai.ons of different metals )+, ,e.',
Co*, N1 4) act on the maltiplioatlon of these Serms.

Sin
vIh

Col

The experimental results tt-out;

-

th

whole, to

apeoMnt with the rdiction.
in &
•Aythetic 1dit.
glucose, Fe2* and
"+ fa&,vr the greth
of &. ýj=,
ecreases it by 50%and W1 'ibits
It comletOy
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5
(.enentrutions of 0.5 X 1- -ioi), while Ni,+ and Co +'
stimulate th*e aowth of an anaerobic germ (Q.nq-),
cultivatedi1 a complex medium with &luoose teonoeettioD-
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